
The Arrest, Croak and Seize Order  
 
 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN  
 
It is hereby being notified in strict legal terms and worldwide , against all such 
activities as taking place against my life and rights and more specifically against my 
brain, nerve, body and mind through illegal, criminal access of it and through 
advanced weaponized ways and means or machines and mechanism as is used in here 
(like advanced neuro-weapons /bio-energy weapons/psycho-tronic weapons, (in 
essence called "mind control weapons" or directed energy weapons), is  
much like the case in Havana Syndrome, the cause and effect value of which is 
discussed in plentiful terms in US media and papers ), and that it is a very deadly and 
dangerous torture and crime and a much  derogatory  conspiracy against a human 
being (which might have been forcibly getting done in the hoax and gimmicks of Human Subject 
Experimentation or Mind Control Research, but no way qualified for anything in any due terms 
(i. e.  people  process  or papers ,and in any consent or  rights ). 
 
So,  any person ever found in possession, association and connection with any of the 
above (I.e. unauthorized man, machine, money ,material or papers)  is hereby being 
made strictly and legally bound in all sense of terms as is due for the cause. (like USC 
241,242,2441,2340A,2332h, 2551, and US Constitutional Amendment act 4,5,8,9,13 and 
14 ,along with IHL and ICL and UN Charter of fundamental rights and CAT 
conventions  (as  applicable for Universal Jurisdictions worldwide),and all such things 
are required to be arrested, croaked and seized immediately ..  
 
The details of this case can be found in my 
website http://maildevto.wixsite.com/dchakrab   and can be referred to in all 
circumstances where I can not be physically present for the case.  
 
I can be contacted in my email address and whatsapp no also as is given in my website . 
 
Thanks and Regards,  
Dev Chakraborty  
8777672602(WA) 
maildevto@gmail.com  
http://maildevto.wixsite.com/dchakraba 
http://pathikdeb.blogspot.com 
 
NB : The Accusation list would include US and India nationals like  :-  
 
Mr. Metiz, Benz, Peter, Clerk, Kang,  Clipperd,  James, Peterson, Patterson, Robinson, 
Sergei, Aaron, Finch, Matt, Mac, Lucas, Spoch, Arghyo Ghosh,Ashok Ghosh, Krishna 
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Ghosh,  Arkobrata Saha, Shantanu Mukherjee, Ashok Bose, Avijit Mitra, Kallol, Surath, 
Mandalika Banerjee, Saikat Samanta, Shiv, Palash Ghosh Dastidar, Mahesh Das, 
Pradipta Ghosh , Pradeep Ghosh, Jaya Roy, Pratap Roy  and their friends, families and 
associates in US,UK and India.(West Bengal, Mumbai and Delhi mainly ) 
 
(especially including the TMC crooks and thugs and the associated sex industry) 
 


